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CHAPTER 5 

 CONCLUSION & SUGGESTIONS  

5.1 Conclusion 

 Based on the analysis in chapter four, the writer found that humanlike and 

animal behaviors are mixed in the characters of Running Man, the animated 

series. The animal behaviors and humanlike behavior that are found are: (1) Liu 

the grasshopper has a small body that makes him agile, yet he is a great leader and 

also has a plan for what he will do. (2) Kuga the tiger appears with a scary 

appearance and strong power, his strong power makes him competitive, he is also 

temperamental. (3) The giraffe Lonky is the tallest among the members, besides 

his tall body, Lonky is shifty and chatty, which he uses to reach his want. (4) 

Miyo the cat is agile, fierce, and also independent, because of it Miyo can work 

professionally. (5) The monkey Gai is agile but he is helplessly romantic, Gai 

always wants to be romantic in front of a woman. (6) Popo the penguin is the 

shortest among the members, his short body makes him slow when he walks, he is 

also grumpy, yet his narcissist changes Popo’s grumpy face into a cute face. (7) 

Pala the impala is pretty weak because of his age, however, Pala has a sharp nose 

which helps him to find a plant that can become a potion, his fast reaction to the 

plant is the opposite of his slow body. Those blended behaviors are found in the 

Running Man, the animated series characters. Those behaviors are shown in the 

series from the first episode to the tenth episode. The author also found animal 

symbolism of the characters based on the anthropomorphism from the series. The 
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grasshopper Liu symbolized wisdom, Kuga the tiger symbolizes strength, Lonky 

the giraffe symbolizes cunning, the cat Miyo symbolizes emancipation, Gai the 

monkey symbolizes romance, the penguin Popo represents childish, and the last 

Pala the impala symbolizes knowledge. 

5.2 Suggestion 

 From this research that discusses the anthropomorphism on Running Man, 

animated series, the writer suggests for the other researchers whose interested to 

discuss Running Man, the animated series. The other researchers can discuss 

Running Man, the animated series that use different theories, either use a different 

perspective. 
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